
Fully Integrated with Customization
Features

Fully Integrated with Security Features

Optional Grid Lines

Columnar and Tabular Reports

Pre-Set Page Orientation

Pre-Set Double-Spacing

Auto Format

Utilizes User Defaults

Four Sort Levels

Two Sort Orders

Flexible Sorting

Suppress Repeating of Fields

Changes made in screen customization take effect immediately within the report writer. This
ensures consistency with report captions and field names and avoids confusion.

Fields that have been disabled cannot be used in any report.

Produce reports with grid lines for the Excel look or leave the lines out as you prefer.

Create reports with columns of information or use tabular mode for reports too wide for
the page.

You can force reports into portrait or landscape orientation to match organizational standards.
The settings are saved and will control the format of the report until changed.

You can force double-spacing on any report when extra space is required for proofing and
commentary.

Auto Format is a unique feature within People-Trak that allows adhoc reports to be generated
quickly without user intervention. With the auto format feature, column widths, font sizes, and
report orientation are automatically calculated and set for you so that the report will print
correctly without the need to change settings

Each user can establish default settings for font names, font sizes, font styles, grid lines, double
spacing, and page orientation. These settings are loaded when a report is first created to save
time, but can be overridden if desired.

None  - take the records in the order they were entered
Sort - sort
Break - sort and break on sort change
Eject - sort and start a new page on sort change

Ascending  - list records from A to Z and 1 to 10
Descending - list records from Z to A and 10 to 1

Mix sort types and sort orders on different columns. Use phantom sort fields that do not
actually print.

Creates "panhandle" style reports that are much easier to read.

The People-Trak Report Writer is the best combination of ease-of-use and reporting power that you will find. A variety
of powerful, user-friendly features enable you to create reports in seconds. Unlike complex third-party report writers
that require basic programming skills to use, People-Trak's report writer enables you to quickly select fields without
linking or confusing technical tasks. Just select the fields with a few clicks, set sorting and calculation options, and run
the report. It's that simple to get started. With a variety of other options, you can create an infinite variety of reports
that you can save and run as often as desired.

Feature Benefit
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